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Name:
Date:

Directions: Study the two images of working conditions and answer the questions
below.
1. Clearly, working conditions in textile mills have changed since the 1800s. What specific changes
do you see in these photos? What remains similar?

2. Why have working conditions changed?

3. Who is responsible for changing working conditions?
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Name:
Date:

A. Early Life
Childhood

Young adult

B. Organizing United Farm Workers
Why he formed it

What success the UFW Had

C. Lasting Legacy
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“At companies where farmworkers are protected
by union contracts, we have made progress in
overcoming child labor, in overcoming miserable
wages and working conditions, in overcoming
sexual harassment of women workers, in
overcoming discrimination in employment, in
overcoming dangerous pesticides …”

“That is why we are asking Americans, once
again, to join the farmworkers by boycotting
California grapes. The newest Harris Poll
revealed that 17 million Americans boycotted
grapes.”

“Hispanics began running for public office in
greater numbers … (and) our people started
asserting their rights on a broad range of issues
and in many communities across this land.”

“The very fact of our existence forces an entire
industry … to spend millions of dollars year after
year on increased wages, on improved working
conditions, and on benefits for workers.”

“At companies where farmworkers are protected
by union contracts, we have made progress in
overcoming child labor, in overcoming miserable
wages and working conditions, in overcoming
sexual harassment of women workers, in
overcoming discrimination in employment, in
overcoming dangerous pesticides …”

“That is why we are asking Americans, once
again, to join the farmworkers by boycotting
California grapes. The newest Harris Poll
revealed that 17 million Americans boycotted
grapes.”

“Hispanics began running for public office in
greater numbers … (and) our people started
asserting their rights on a broad range of issues
and in many communities across this land.”

“The very fact of our existence forces an entire
industry … to spend millions of dollars year after
year on increased wages, on improved working
conditions, and on benefits for workers.”
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Workers

Governments

“At companies where farmworkers are protected
by union contracts, we have made progress in
overcoming child labor, in overcoming miserable
wages and working conditions, in overcoming
sexual harassment of women workers, in
overcoming discrimination in employment, in
overcoming dangerous pesticides …”

“Hispanics began running for public office in
greater numbers … (and) our people started
asserting their rights on a broad range of issues
and in many communities across this land.”

Workers

Governments

“That is why we are asking Americans, once
again, to join the farmworkers by boycotting
California grapes. The newest Harris Poll
revealed that 17 million Americans boycotted
grapes.”

“The very fact of our existence forces an entire
industry … to spend millions of dollars year after
year on increased wages, on improved working
conditions, and on benefits for workers.”
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Directions: César Chávez says, “Our opponents must understand that it’s not just the union we have
built. Unions, like other institutions, can come and go—but we’re more than institutions.”
Read the following quotes and discuss how Chávez illustrates that a union is “more than an
institution.” What does he say it is?

“And one thing I hear most often from Hispanics, regardless of age or position, and from many nonHispanics as well, is that the [United Farm Workers union] gave them the hope that they could
succeed and the inspiration to work for change.”
“Our union will forever exist as an empowering force among Chicanos in the Southwest. That means
our power and our influence will grow and not diminish.”
“Regardless of what the future holds for the union, regardless of what the future holds for
farmworkers, our accomplishments cannot be undone. La causa, our cause, doesn’t have to be
experienced twice.”
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Farmworkers
have faced
difficult living
and working
conditions.
Chávez’s own
experience
showed him that,
and he decided
to organize the
union to
empower
farmworkers in
general and
Chicanos in
particular.

Main claim

Connection to
central claim
What is the
purpose of this
section? How
does this one
section
contribute or add
to the text as a
whole?

1-7

Paragraphs

8-15

16-21

Our power and
influence will
grow because we
vote.

The other trend
is that Latinos
have more
influence
politically
because they are
empowered and
their numbers
are growing.

22 and 27

23-26

28 and 29

Central claim: Our union will forever exist as an empowering force among Chicanos in the Southwest. That means our power and our
influence will grow and not diminish. (P15)
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1-7
Farmworkers
have faced
difficult living
and working
conditions.
Chávez’s own
experience
showed him that,
and he decided
to organize the
union to
empower
farmworkers in
general and
Chicanos in
particular.
This shows what
it was like for
farmworkers and
Latinos before
the UFW.

Paragraphs

Main claim

Connection to
central claim
What is the
purpose of this
section? How
does this one
section
contribute or add
to the text as a
whole?

This explains
how the UFW
has helped
farmworkers
directly and has
also helped all
Latinos—it is an
empowering
force.

The UFW helped
farmworkers and
empowered all
Latinos.

8-15

Our power will
grow because we
can use the tool
of boycott to
pressure the
government and
growers to follow
the laws.

One trend that is
hopeful: The
UFW has called
for a boycott
again, because
the governor of
California is not
following labor
laws. The boycott
will be
successful.

16-21

Our power and
influence will
grow because we
vote.

The other trend
is that Latinos
have more
influence
politically
because they are
empowered and
their numbers
are growing.

22 and 27

Our power will
grow because the
claims that the
growers are not
responsible for
problems are
false—they are
responsible for
lots of problems.

Consumers
should not feel
sorry for the
corporate
growers—they
brought this on
themselves.

23-26

Our power and
influence will
grow because we
feel empowered
and no longer are
willing to be
taken advantage
of.

Conclusion: We
are empowered,
and so we will
continue to be
successful.

28 and 29

Central claim: Our union will forever exist as an empowering force among Chicanos in the Southwest. That means our power and our
influence will grow and not diminish. (P15)

Name:
Date:

Questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

Write the answer to each question in the left-hand margin of the text.
Be brief; you do not need to use complete sentences.

After reading P2:
What story and
images does Chávez
tell to begin his
speech?

After reading P3:
What does Chávez
say about the
working conditions of
the farmworkers?
After reading P5:
How does Chávez
know about the living
conditions of the
farmworkers?
After reading P6 and
P7:
What does Chávez
want to do about the
conditions of
farmworkers?
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Evidence

Chávez decided to organize the union to empower
the workers in particular and the Chicano people in
general.
Evidence
Evidence

Chávez asserts that farmworkers face difficult and
unfair living conditions and working conditions.

Evidence

Point 2

Point 1

Chávez asserts that farmworkers face difficult and unfair living and working conditions, and that he
decided to organize the union to empower the workers in particular and the Chicano people in general.

Claim

Name:
Date:
Please look at the images and then answer the questions below.
1. What do you notice/wonder about these pictures?

2. How do these pictures connect with the Chávez speech you began reading yesterday?
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Name:
Date:

Questions

Write the answer to each question in the left-hand margin of the text.
Be brief; you do not need to use complete sentences.

After reading P11 and 12:
How did the UFW affect
other Hispanics from all
walks of life?

After reading P13:
What is the counterclaim
here? What do you
expect him to say to
dispute this
counterclaim in P14?

After reading P14:
This paragraph explains
the accomplishments of
the UFW. List three
accomplishments,
considering both
tangible (things you can
see and hear) and
intangible (how people
feel) accomplishments.
Mark the rhetorical
question. In the right
margins, write down
how this question helps
him develop his claim.
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Questions

Write the answer to each question in the left-hand margin of the text.
Be brief; you do not need to use complete sentences.

After reading P15:
What will be the future
of the UFW?
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Evidence

Evidence

Evidence

What is a claim that Chávez makes about the UFW in Paragraphs 8–15?

Claim

Name:
Date:
Directions: After reading the selection (Paragraphs 18 and 19) from César Chávez’s Commonwealth
Club Address, answer the following questions.
1. Which statement best expresses Chávez’s view of Governor Deukmejian? (RI.7.2)
a.

He causes problems for the farmworkers because he proposes unfair laws.

b.

He supports the farmworkers’ cause.

c.

He is more interested in supporting the growers than in enforcing laws that they break.

d.

He’s a politician who should be voted out of office because he got money illegally.

2. Which lines from the passage best reflect the main idea of this section of Chávez’s speech? (RI.7.1)
a.

“Ask the farm workers who see their lives eaten away by poverty and suffering” (line 151).

b.

“It means the short life expectancy and the inhuman living and working conditions will
continue” (lines 141 and 142).

c.

“Are these make-believe threats?” (line 143)

d.

“Since he took office, Deukmejian has paid back his debt to the growers with the blood and
sweat of California farm workers” (lines 127 and 128).

3. How does Paragraph 19 relate to Paragraph 18? (RI.7.5)
a.

P18 presents a problem, and P19 gives more examples to illustrate the problem.

b.

P18 presents the evidence of a problem, and P19 contradicts that evidence.

c.

P18 presents a problem, and P19 explains a possible solution.

d.

P18 gives the background on the problem, and P19 gives the solution.

4. What is Chávez’s overall purpose in this section of his speech? (RI.7.5)
a.

To get Governor Deukmejian out of office

b.

To illustrate the negative effects for workers when laws aren’t enforced

c.

To find possible solutions to the problems facing farmworkers

d.

To explain the history behind the UFW movement
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5. Chávez claims there are many negative effects when Governor Deukmejian doesn’t enforce the law
against growers. Which of the negative effects below does he NOT name? (RI.7.3)
a.

Malnutrition among children will continue.

b.

Farmworkers are not getting paid on time.

c.

Farmworkers are threatened if they support the union.

d.

Farmworkers will go to jail for striking.

6. In lines 147–150, Chávez talks about a man named Rene Lopez. How does this contribute to the
main idea of this section of the speech? (RI.7.5)
a.

Because he and Rene are friends and he wants people to know Rene will lead the union.

b.

Because he wants people to know how important it is to vote.

c.

Because he wants to illustrate in a personal way how farmworkers are being threatened.

d.

Because he wants to explain what he means when he claims that farmworkers are poor.
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1835

The workday is limited to 10 hours.

1864

Slavery is abolished.

1866

The National Labor Union, the first national labor organization, is
founded.

1935

The Wagner Act is passed, guaranteeing workers the right to form unions,
negotiate contracts as a group, and go on strike.

1938

The Fair Labor Standards Act establishes a 40-hour workweek and a
federal minimum wage.

1966

United Farm Workers is formed.

1970

The Occupational Health and Safety Act, designed to make sure workers
have safe working conditions, is passed.
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Name:
Date:
Use Paragraphs 16–21 of Chávez’s Commonwealth Club Address to answer these questions.
Questions

Write the answer to each question in the left-hand margin of the text.
Be brief; you do not need to use complete sentences.

1. Why did the UFW
stop the boycott in
1975?

2. What word does
Chávez repeat in
Paragraph 17? How
does that help him
develop the claim in
this paragraph?
3. In Paragraphs 18
and 19, Chávez
criticizes Governor
Deukmejian. For
what does he
criticize him?
4. In Paragraph 20,
what are the “tragic
events” Chávez
refers to? Why do
these events make a
boycott necessary?
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Questions

Write the answer to each question in the left-hand margin of the text.
Be brief; you do not need to use complete sentences.

5. In Paragraphs 20
and 21, what
evidence does
Chávez offer to
support his claim
that the boycott will
be successful?
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Name:
Date:
Use Paragraphs 23–26 of Chávez’s Commonwealth Club Address to answer these questions. Notice
that you should write your answers on this paper, not on the speech.
Questions

Write the answer to each question in the left-hand margin of the
text. Be brief; you do not need to use complete sentences.

1. After reading P23:
Chávez says that the
growers are now
“reaping the harvest”
of decades of actions.
To “reap the harvest”
means to gather a
crop you have grown.
What “crop” did the
growers plant?
2. After reading P24:
What evidence does
Chávez offer of the
harm caused by the
growers’ use of toxic
chemicals?
3. After reading P26:
What language does
Chávez use in this
paragraph to describe
the growers? How
does this language
help him develop his
claim about the
growers?
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Questions

Write the answer to each question in the left-hand margin of the
text. Be brief; you do not need to use complete sentences.

4. After reading P23–26:
What is the main
claim of this section?
5. What connections do
you see between the
claim of Paragraphs
23–26 and the central
claim of the speech?
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Name:
Date:
Directions: Here is one of your learning targets for this unit: “I can analyze the structure of Chávez’s speech and explain how
each section contributes to his central claim.” In the next lesson, you will demonstrate how well you have reached this target on
the End of Unit Assessment. You will read a new speech by Chávez and analyze its structure.
What has helped you progress toward meeting this standard?

What questions do you still have?

What will you do to be successful on this assessment?
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Name:
Date:
Directions: Read the “Wrath of Grapes” speech carefully. Use the text to answer the questions below.
1. César Chávez’s central purpose for this text is to convince his audience to boycott the grapes.
Identify the line in the speech where he articulates this purpose. (RI.7.1)

2. Identify two reasons Chávez gives to join the boycott. (RI.7.2)
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3. Reread the speech. How does each part develop the central claim? (RL7.5)
Questions

What is the main claim in this part of
the speech?

How does this claim develop the
central claim of the speech?

A

B

C

D

E

4. Reread Section D. In what ways does Chávez create sympathy for his cause? (RI.7.5)
a.

He illustrates the problem with specific, personal examples.

b.

He names the poisons that are used on the grapes.

c.

He gives the background of the boycott.

d.

He summarizes all the horrible things that have happened to farmworkers.
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5.

How is this different from what he is trying to do in Sections B and C? (RI.7.5)
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